
#1 Milotic 

Be still my beating heart! Elegant, 

majestic, beautiful! How else can one 

capture the divinity and effortless 

illustriousness that is Milotic? Sass, 

spectacle and splendour unite with 

forceful poetry in this gorgeous model of 

perfection.   

 

 

 

 

#2 Gardevoir 

Elegant and graceful. One wants to 

worship Gardevoir’s stunning beauty and 

exquisite splendour. Words cannot capture 

the haunting expressiveness of its form, 

the clandestine sensuality that it exudes. 

 

 

 

 

#3 Lopunny 

Total tease. ‘If you’ve got it, flaunt it’ 

seems to be Lopunny’s motto. And 

Lopunny certainly flaunts it! Her 

voluminous furs and shapely litheness 

whisper femininity in husky, velvety 

tones.  



#4 Espeon  

Plays hard to get. Espeon looks good and 

it knows it. And it wants you to know it 

too. Cool and aloof, Espeon is a breaker 

of many hearts. Such confidence and 

detachment merely make you want to 

work harder to win it over.  

 

 

 

 

 

#5 Machamp 

Chiselled perfection. More man than 

Pokémon, Machamp is totally visceral. 

There is something animalistic and primal 

about its look that would make any 

Pokémon trainer happy to fall into 

Machamp’s many arms.  

 

 

 

 

#6 Persian 

Oozes sophistication and class. You have 

to work hard if you want to catch the eye 

of a Persian. Its silky, lustrous fur seems 

perfectly juxtaposed with its ravenous 

eyes:  voracious yet reserved.  

 

 

 



#7 Vulpix 

 Classis Lolita: this doe-eyed beauty 

radiates child-like innocence and naivety, 

yet behind those eyes shines a sexual 

awareness far beyond its years. With a 

whip of those tails, you are instantly 

hooked. What a fox! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#8 Zangoose 

Two Words: bad Boy! Rugged and 

dangerous, Zangoose is a violent and 

virile lover. Can anyone tame its wild 

heart? There is a definite thrill in living 

dangerously, and with a Zangoose in your 

life you’re loving dangerously!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



#9 Suicune 

Its flowing locks seem to melt into its 

sleek and taut body. So delicate and yet 

full of such explosive energy, what one 

would give to simply ride off into the 

sunset atop this majestic creature of 

beauty and mystery.  

 

 

 

 

#10 Swellow 

 What a majestic creature! A perfect 

specimen of physical perfection: sleek, 

efficient, smooth and glossy. And a hint of 

danger and cruelty never goes awry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


